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8 of 8 review helpful Are we sure this isn t a children s book By Brookelyn Tillery This book seemed like it was 
written for someone with a second grade reading level The dialogue was painful to read The author seemed to rely to 
heavily on the dialogue to tell the story making the words coming out of characters mouths super awkward There didn 
t seem to be much of a plot it was anticlimactic and every story poin Things are falling apart in the Richardson 
household Angry arguments between Celine and her husband Keith have become routine She resents that he s working 
long hours and staying out all night and he accuses her of not giving him the attention he deserves Their marriage is at 
a cross roads and Celine worries how her 10 year old daughter Kassie will be affected But the situation turns 
devastating when Celine is diagnosed with breast cancer As her relation The title of best friend is clearly and 
eloquently defined in this story The strength support love and loyalty of true friendship is portrayed in such a way that 
one questions her own friendships to see if they meet this test Characters are well defined 
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